Actors workshop
Systems canvas

Actors workshop
Co-designing systems canvas

The Actors Workshops produced a
‘systems canvas’, indicating key
angles for systemic change

Vinnova teams reviewing and analysing the
systems canvases from the first three Actors
Workshops for Healthy Sustainable Mobility
mission.

An open morning for various Vinnova teams
to review all the systems canvases from the
Actors Workshops.
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Climate crisis
New business models
Small scale family farming
Swedish food
Technology and automation
Food culture
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School food and education
Workforce transformation
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This list of 12 describes all of the primary angles
emerging in the workshop. After the workshop, the
Vinnova team clustered and chunked the angles
down into a list of six. This synthesis of the angles
represented the most frequent and urgent topics of
conversation as well as comprising a balanced set of
interventions, capable of working different aspects of
the system. The list of 12 on the left became the list of
eight on the right.

01
School food

02
New food

Sweden has a large and well-regulated school food
system, with around 2.5 million meals per day served,
from kindergarten through to high school. If we
added university food, and potentially meals for the
elderly, the total ‘public foods’ market is the largest in
the country, greater than all food formally served in
other contexts outside of the home. Currently
optimised for safety and efficiency, at this scale and
governance it could be a significant lever for system
change.

How might we remove barriers to new forms of food—
defined loosely as currently non-mainstream
culturally-speaking, but safe, healthy and tecnically
capable of being produced at scale—that could be
significantly contribute to a healthy, sustainable diet
and a circular, clean and resilient food system.
Workshop participants often described legacy
regulation and policy environments holding back
scaling of these new food systems and cultures.

03
Healthy resilient farming

04
Traceable trusted produce

Repeated in every workshop as the most
fundamental aspect on the table, in that farmers are
the root of the food system, and yet arguably
positioned at the wrong end of the value chain. There
are issues of farm and land ownership, ecosystem
services versus crops, skills bases and new
technologies, strategic questions of types of farming
(rediscovering old approaches or developing entirely
new forms—or both), mental and physical health,
climate-adapted land, circular systems, and so on.

In order to enable zero-carbon, health-creating and
inclusive food systems, clear, trustable information is
required, not simply at point of purchase, but tracked
throughout the food system. Contemporary digital
technologies exist to support this, yet this also
means new practices and business models. Such
tracking would in turn enable different logistics
systems—and so there is a crossover with the
mobility missions here, from long-distance food
import/export to super-local last-km delivery.

05
Modern Swedish

06
Circular zero-waste systems

A richer sense of identity in Swedish food—and the
processes and cultures that produce, enjoy, and
reuse it—was often highlighted by workshop
participants. This could include building on the New
Nordic Cuisine movements of the last decade, yet can
also broaden outside of this niche, by mainstreaming
ideas of local, indigenous food practices. This would
involve reinvented traditional practices and entirely
new ones, engaging the entire country’s resources
and environments, as well as our global food
exporters.

Given the food industry’s footprint, the opportunity to
genuinely create a circular, zero-waste food system
was thought to be prime ‘mission-territory’,
unsurprisingly. Whilst daunting in scale, breadth, and
complexity, participants suggested this should be
underpinning any activities around missions. It may
be that this goal is best handled by locating it within
every mission that emerges from this work, as a core
principle.

07
Peri-urban and urban farming

08
Ecosystem services

As an adjunct to the focus on farming (03, above)
there are particular opportunities around new, or
indeed old, locations for farming. These include areas
of towns and cities that are changing due to shifts in
adjacent markets, such as retail—for instance, space
currently dominated by ‘big box retail’ at the edge of
cities becoming available due to disruptive ecommerce. These could be prime sites for retail.
Equally, new tech enables different farming methods,
such as vertical farming and basement farming, for
new garden cities.

Recognising the value of food production and use in
terms of ecosystem services, this angle covers the
various use of agricultural land and resources, in
terms of the additional value produced by sustainable
and resilient farming, over and above food
production, as well as the value of food waste, in
terms of composting and other uses. New metrics, or
value statements, were key here, moving beyond
traditional industrial-age measures of valuable
transactions, as well as better understanding through
new tech.
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Lagom mobilitet (contextual mobility)
Macromobility
Micromobility
Digital logistics and e-commerce
Mobility grid
Integrated teams addressing mobility
Hälsosam miljö (healthy environment)
Consolidation points
Anpassad mobilitet (custom mobility)
Delad mobilitet (shared mobility)
Land use and mobility
Rural, exurban, and small towns
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This list of 12 describes all of the primary angles
emerging in the workshop. After the workshop, the
Vinnova team clustered and chunked the angles
down into a list of six. This synthesis of the angles
represented the most frequent and urgent topics of
conversation as well as comprising a balanced set of
interventions, capable of working different aspects of
the system. The list of 12 on the left became the list of
six on the right.

01
Lagom mobilitet

02
Macromobility

Shaping and controlling the supply and demand for
mobility to be ‘lagom’ given the context—in terms of
numbers, space use, time of day, noise, emissions,
speed and so on.

Pushing towards zero-carbon, health-creating and
inclusive forms of long-range transport, principally
aviation, rail and long-distance trucking, as well as
their associated systems, resources and spaces.

Requires significant digital innovation—sensing,
analytics, learning, geofencing, control systems—as
well as policy innovation, predicated on user
research, behaviour change, systems mapping and
procurement design.

Core R&D needed in certain areas, such as aviation
fuel, electric aircraft and charging infrastructures for
electric trucks. Also policy design, smart
procurement, operations and control systems for
delivery of existing technologies.

Also requires new skills and organisations, both
public and private sector, working together to
achieve lagom outcomes.

Includes data-driven planning, infrastructure
upgrades including charging systems, data protocols
and services to enable effective load management,
autonomous mobility, and more.

03
Micromobility

04
Digital logistics

Designing and operating to significantly inventivise
healthy, sustainable and inclusive forms of mobility at
the scale of the first or last few kilometres, including
active transport such as walking, running, cycling
and scooting, as well as small-scale and shared
transport, for people and logistics.

Driving healthy, sustainable, resilient and inclusive
outcomes for retail-oriented logistics, and their wider
impact, via policy innovation, digital infrastructures
for data-driven operations, new planning models for
retail, and service design.

05
Mobility grid

06
Integrated mobility teams

Electrifying the network of grids and resources
associated with transport, driving the transformation
to fossil-free renewable energy-fuelled transport.

Creation of multidisciplinary teams in municipal,
regional and national government, addressing
mobility holistically. Teams balance rapid response
with planning, as well as devising and delivering new
mobility products, services, spaces, policy and
regulation, via directly operating or strategically
procuring. Crucially, helps coordinate coherent
delivery of new inner-urban, suburban and rural
spatial strategies, policies and regulation.

Prior to full disruption, devise outcomes for
Requires significant improvements and increases in
distinctive retail consumption/production that
digital skills, services and infrastructures in order to
creates and reinforces resilient local economies and
effectively manage such spaces and services in real- places, and diminishes retail-associated traffic.
time. Equally, radical changes in planning, permitting Equally, displace other retail to e-commerce,
and operational culture based on integrated, user
delivered via active, zero-carbon modes and
need- and data-driven approach. Requires dataappropriate fiscal measures, within agreed ‘lagom’
sharing policies and protocols, as well as sensing
frameworks. Devise spatial strategies for resilient
infrastructures and new teams.
retail and space unlocked by displaced retail.

Requires digital infrastructures and services for
planning, management and operations. Includes
design and roll-out of charging infrastructures,
including holistic approach to integrated spaces and
services for charging, from micro- to macro-mobility,
urban to rural.
This benefits from associated demand-side
measures to reduce unnecessary mobility, including
sevice design, policy design, as well as predictive
analytics, thus enabling more cost-effective and
rapid roll-out.

Major shift towards internet-era ways of working,
including human-centred service design, data
science and machine learning, and real-time datadriven operations, alongside transformed
architecture, planning, social, cultural, economic
expertise.

Supply-side, or ‘push’, interventions

Demand-side, or ‘pull’, interventions

Healthy Sustainable Mobility

Chargepoint and
hub design and
delivery

Public and private
electric vehicles
as distributed
battery

Coherent logistics
networks by rail,
sea, and air
Community-scale
autonomous
shuttles

Circular battery
storage
programmes

Packet-switched
logistics networks

Real-time traffic
control systems

Social movement
campaigns to reduce
aviation

Procurement
guidelines for
S-M-L-XL municipal
vehicles

Real-time privacypreserving sensing
infrastructures

Municipal and
regional data science
capability

Incentive schemes
for electric car
transition

Mobility grid

Develop legislation
for bans on fossilfuel vehicles by 2030

Very low
International fast
emissions aviation and slow rail
services

Efficient and
electric shipping,
ferries, boats

Long-haul electric
truck
infrastructures

Macromobility

Routing, load
management &
localisation

Taxation and levies
to enable carbon
pricing of aviation

Micro-mobility
hubs via green
extended parklet
model

Infrastructure for
5x increase in
cycling

Policy and
legislation for
electric carsharing

Micromobility

Geofencing policies,
infrastructures, and
campaigns for safe
speeds

Campaigns and
infrastructures for
walkable green
environments

Integrated teams

Integrated plans for
healthy, fossil-free
rural mobility

Integrated plans for
New Garden City
suburbs

Integrated plans for
car- and large
vehicle-free innercity

Integrated planning,
service design, user
research , and codesign capability

Retail logistics

Legislation and
incentives for load
management

Localised ondemand fabrication
centres and policies

Design for diverse
and productive highstreets and centres

Appropriate taxation
for e-commerce

Safe and
sustainable
scooters

Shared emissionfree, healthy and
social last-km
delivery services

Supply-side, or ‘push’, interventions
School kitchen
design and
procure

Circular logistics
services

Geofencing
infrastructures and
street/kerb
management

Procurement of
electric buses and
other municipal
vehicles

Step-down
consolidation
centre networks

Learning,
research and
education for
farming

Lagom mobilitet

New approaches
to land ownership
rights

Healthy Sustainable Food

Demand-side, or ‘pull’, interventions

Circular
approaches to
school food waste

School food
supply chain

School law change
to enable food as
education

School food

Training school
cooks and
redesigning meal
culture

Student, staff and
community forum

Core research and
development into
new foods

New farm design
for new foods

Regulation and
policy for new
foods

New Food

New foods in school
food programme

Marketing and media New retail concepts
campaigns for
for new foods
understanding of
new foods

Family-owned,
diverse and
distributed
farming

New approaches
to risk-sharing
and profitability

Robotics, IoT, and
machine learning
on the farm

Healthy, resilient farming

Communitysupported
agriculture models

Campaigns for
Swedish restorative,
clean and zerocarbon agriculture

Traceability

Animal welfare

Traceable trusted produce

Communicable datadriven labelling
systems for accurate
provenance/carbon

New retail concepts
enabled by zerocarbon, clean,
healthy logistics

Modern Swedish

Swedish restorative,
clean and zerocarbon agriculture

Swedish food ecotourism

Communicable datadriven labelling
systems for accurate
provenance
Retail as circular hub

Circular logistics
services

Phosphorus
capture and reuse

Traceability and
data for waste

Biofuels and
energy from food
systems

Circular zero-waste systems

Clear labelling for
circular use models

New packaging
concepts

Land-use
regulation

Traceability data
services

Reusing big box
retail

Local logistics via
active transport

Peri-urban and urban farming

Public spaces and
streets as food
production

Incentive schemes
for local food

Farm as carbon
capture and
storage

Methane capture

Land ownership
as ecosystem
services

Biodiversity and
land-use

Ecosystem services

Connecting farmer to
retail in new ways

Social dining rituals,
campaigns and
infrastructures

New Swedish
circular, ecological,
and educational
retail concepts

Mission-oriented innovation
From angles to projects

These angles give us the
necessary information to frame
targets, sectors and projects,
as per EC-style missions

A key insight: we have all the technology
we need, more or less. We just have to
deliver. This means adapting regulation,
policy change, developing business
models and better understanding
behavioural change.
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truck
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cycling

Policy and
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electric carsharing

Safe and
sustainable
scooters

Process—

Defining missions
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Develop legislation for
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vehicles as distributed
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Procurement of electric
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Missions

Municipal and regional
data science capability

Policy and regulation for
car-sharing

Designing Missions

Chargepoint and hub
design and delivery

Municipal and regional
data science capability
User research and citizen
participation capability
building

Micromobility hubs in
extended parklets

Policy and regulation for
car-sharing

Community-scale
autonomous shuttles

Appropriate taxation for ecommerce
Localised on-demand
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Procurement of electric
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service design capability
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Real-time privacypreserving sensing
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Designing Missions
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Draft portfolio
Healthy Sustainable Mobility
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Grid

